Barbary Sheep
February 11, 2019 New Mexico
Robin’s words of wisdom: “Don’t worry yourself about finding sheep, just enjoy
the beautiful outdoors that God gave us!”

My buddy Jason and I had barely spoken in months. Barely even texted. Almost exactly
a year ago he had taken a new job that demanded long hours in addition to a long
commute and he had been all but MIA ever since. The position offered a challenging
opportunity, ample reward for success, and demanded his stellar talent; however, I worried
for the health of him and his family.
With little advance coordination before sheep season we were off to the races. We’ve
hunted as a team for long enough that we can get by without a lot of planning, but this trip
bordered on ludicrous. Jason had frantically texted me half a dozen times before I left my
house with a laundry list of items he had trouble finding given his crazy schedule and no
time for advanced preparation:
“I can only find 1 glove”
“I have a spare pair”
“Found it”
“I can’t find my trekking poles”
“I have spares”
“Are you bringing a stove?”
“Yep, stove packed, I have breakfast burritos too”
“Toss in some extra freeze dried meals, stinking mice chewed mine in the garage”
“Got some”
“I can’t find my boots”
“Never mind, found them”
I’ve had my share of hectic work schedules and crazy deadlines. Most of us have.
Sometimes you just have to do what you have to do. But long-term work overload isn’t
sustainable and at some point one needs to step back, look at the big picture and decide
what’s most important in life.
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We hit the road relatively close to our scheduled departure time and as the miles fell
behind Jason downloaded to me what he’d been up to for months. I could tell he was
tired, but looking forward to some fresh air and the simplicity of being outdoors in pursuit
of game. Despite hunting conditions often being grueling, and having challenges of its
own, I find it refreshing to get away from the demands of daily life and start each day with
no agenda but pitting oneself against the weather, terrain and the sharp senses of game
animals with the sole focus of trying to put some meat in the freezer.
Suddenly Jason exclaimed “Did you put a black bag in the back?!” Hmm, I didn’t recall
that, but was positive that everything piled in his front yard had made it into my truck: I
even double-checked that nothing had been left behind. We pulled over for a quick perusal
of our gear and confirmed Jason’s sleeping bag wasn’t included. All we could do was
laugh and chart a detour to a 24-hour Wal-Mart for a car-camping bag. Beside the road
in the middle of nowhere the stars blazed like a million lanterns. It was beautiful. Truthfully
it made our stop worthwhile.
We eventually parked at our intended campsite and quickly raised our tents and arranged
our gear for the next day, which would come all-too-soon. We agreed to set the alarm a
little later than ideal, given the ridiculous hour. I had a new backpack, but the rest of my
gear was tried and true, plus I had re-sighted my rifle since last year’s humiliation and I
once again trusted it.
Despite our early wake-up Jason proclaimed he had slept better (and longer) than he had
in months. The morning was brisk and the sky clear. The first day of hunting is akin to
Christmas morning: it holds promise that anything can happen and untold surprises are
just waiting to be discovered.
We took to the hills and began glassing for sheep as dawn broke. We continued our
tradition with breakfast burritos at our first glassing point as we relished the warmth of the
sun’s rays peeking over the horizon.
No big surprise that no sheep were spotted that first sit, but we turned up a few mule deer
browsing in the bottom of a nearby canyon. After scouring everything from that vantage,
we continued our rhythm. Hike up, hike down, and hike up again. Sit, glass, and hike
again. Some might call it monotonous. But I didn’t once think about work, house
maintenance, missed telephone calls or what might be on TV later that night. It was far
from monotonous. Past experience has demonstrated time and again that despite not
finding anything the first dozen times we sit down to look, the very next one may pay off.
Partway through the day we spied an American kestrel (a small hawk) perched on a
withered yucca. Doubtless he was hunting too, and using his God-given optics to locate
his dinner just as we employed expensive glass.
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Whose optics are better?
Throughout our journey we crossed numerous fossils in the limestone slabs. It’s hard to
envision aquatic creatures in the middle of the arid New Mexican desert, but I attribute
these interesting finds to Noah’s flood depositing the remains of unsuspecting marine life
throughout the area.

I’d love to display fossils like this at home or in my yard, but they’re too heavy to carry!
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Another fossil: the shell itself long gone, but the empty space remains.
Eventually I spied a small group of Barbary sheep feeding on a faraway hillside. But
almost in the same field of view I noticed 3 hunters. Drat! We hadn’t seen any sheep for
hours, but when we finally found some we had competition. The other party was a lot
closer to the sheep, so we sat tight to see what might unfold.
It was almost comical, but I suspect we’ve been the butt of the same joke before. The
hunters stood gazing through their binoculars to the west while a herd of sheep foraged in
plain sight on the next hill to the north. I was astonished that the sheep hadn’t seen the
hunters: in the bright sun their vertical profiles stood out like a sore thumb. After nearly
10 minutes we began to think the sheep might feed over the ridge without being seen by
their pursuers. Then one hunter dropped the binoculars from his eyes and turned to the
north. He didn’t react or make any indication that he’d seen the sheep, but he would have
to be blind not to. Jason and I argued whether or not he could see the sheep until all 3
hunters turned and seemed to be looking generally toward them. The sheep wandered
over the ridge and the hunters resumed hiking before disappearing.
We debated whether to try and relocate the sheep, but felt the other hunters were likely
already doing that. Sure enough after 30 minutes of glassing the hunters reappeared on
the same ridge the sheep had been on, moving in “stealth mode’. I believe the sheep
were long gone, but the hunters carefully peered this way and that, vainly searching where
the sheep had been originally. We never heard any shots and never again saw the sheep
or hunters, so we can’t be sure how that encounter played out.
We continued our own direction and didn’t see any more sheep that day. I could tell Jason
was dragging compared to “normal” and we hadn’t covered as much ground as we
typically would have, but we had at least seen some sheep and put forth a good effort.
Our hike toward camp seemed long but the temperature was mild and again the stars
blazed. Tomorrow would be a new day.
The next morning we awoke an hour earlier with plans of hitting it really hard. We began
hiking by headlamps and after half an hour of walking I noted eyes glowing on the opposite
slope. Seeing eyes reflecting in the night is not particularly uncommon: deer, foxes and
even nocturnal birds and spiders glow during our nighttime excursions. But this was a
large group of animals and on a steep slope, so probably not cattle. My gut told me they
were Barbary sheep, which we’d never seen moving at night. I whispered for Jason to be
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quiet and sit to ponder the situation. I guessed the unknown critters to be within 200yards. Shooting light was nearly 20 minutes away, but perhaps if we remained silent we
could evaluate them and shoot at first light.
We quietly readied our rifles and waited, but the growing light only revealed ghostly shapes
moving away. We heard a few hollow thumps and it took me a moment to realize it was
the sound of rams butting heads – this was definitely a herd of Barbary sheep!
By the time it became light enough to study the herd through binoculars they had
withdrawn to 350 yards and increasing. Most were ewes and small rams, but there
appeared to be a couple of larger rams in the midst. Our problem was the group was by
far the biggest we had ever encountered, and trying to keep track of the potentially bigger
rams as they meandered in and out of sight and changed positions proved to be difficult.
By the time we decided they were worth pursuing the herd had extended their lead beyond
400 yards. We donned our backpacks and hustled to close the distance. We eased
behind an old fallen tree about 200 yards from the stragglers in the group and tried to
identify the bigger rams. But almost immediately I heard the noise of a motor. Sure
enough a side by side UTV came puttering around the bend below us. A faint 2 track from
private land came up the bottom of the canyon. I repeat it more often than I’d like to, but
what are the odds that just when we locate sheep something fouls up the situation?
The sheep began trotting uphill immediately. Jason and I were camouflaged but sat only
15 feet away from the two track and our backpacks were piled haphazardly before us. We
didn’t have time to take cover and didn’t’ want to stare and draw attention to the sheep so
we just froze. As the UTV rumbled closer we observed two passengers: one dressed in
camouflage and the other appeared to be a rancher. Probably a guided hunt or at least
paid access through the rancher’s private property. Annoyed, we awaited the inevitable,
but as they approached the driver stared straight ahead without turning until after he had
passed by. Astonishingly they hadn’t seen! And they failed to see the sheep darting up
the ridge to their left. Jason and I exchanged glances and couldn’t help but chuckle. “Did
that just really happen?!” exclaimed Jason.
After the UTV disappeared we quickly took up pursuit of the sheep up a side drainage.
Without much cover, we were forced to shadow the herd by using shade from the rising
sun and sparse vegetation to our advantage. We were able to keep them in view, but the
terrain and conditions made it impossible to close the distance or circle ahead, so we bade
our time and simply followed.
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What a view - the biggest herd of sheep we’d ever seen!

Ewes and lambs
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Smaller rams tailed the group hooked and sparred
Eventually they topped a ridge and we ascended to position ourselves for a shot.
However, we found ourselves on a mesa and without any elevation advantage the flat
topography made it nearly impossible to see the sheep. Thick cholla cactus and brush
obscured our view and we could only glimpse flashes of tan as the herd grazed. If we
hadn’t already known the sheep were there I doubt we would have even spotted them.
We could barely confirm the presence of a couple of animals, yet we knew over two dozen
remained hidden.
With the change in terrain we hooked around them, hoping to intercept the group where
we had better visibility. Although we managed to get in front of the herd, the sheep stalled
their progress. We still caught occasional glimpses but couldn’t identify any big rams. A
couple of ewes popped into view and bedded down less than 100-yards away, effectively
pinning us down. We slowly sank to the ground behind an old stump and a rock
outcropping with no way to relocate for a different vantage without being seen.
As we baked in the heat of the day we munched our lunches and occasionally peered
around our cover to keep tabs on the bedded sheep. Sometime later I peeked only to
discover they were gone. We couldn’t relocate them from our position, but at least we
were free to move again. Although we eventually found the sheep, they appeared to be
moving back in the direction they had come from. We retraced our loop, but lost them. I
turned to look behind and spotted 3 ewes staring at us. They were uncharacteristically
calm and casually turned and walked away.
We assumed they were part of the original group, so shifted our position to get the wind
right and attempted to find them. We found ourselves overlooking a small canyon
seemingly lacking enough cover to hide a jackrabbit, let alone several sheep. We moved
slowly, pausing often to glass the area. Suddenly the ewes erupted from beneath a bush
just 10-feet in front me. They literally dove over a rock face and disappeared. I rushed to
the edge and was astonished to see them sprinting along the opposite side of the canyon.
It seemed impossible for them to have traveled so far in such a short time, but there was
no doubt they were the same animals. They quickly calmed down, paused in the shade
of a bush, and then bedded. We couldn’t determine if these were different sheep or a
fragment of the original herd, but they were all small, so we moved on.
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We didn’t see any more sheep and ended up far from the truck as evening loomed. Most
of our return hike to the truck was by headlamp and although I was tired too, it was
apparent that Jason was hurting: his work schedule and lack of time to exercise was
exacting its toll. Never the less we made it to camp at a reasonable hour, ensuring a little
extra sleep and recovery time. Although we may not have hit it as hard as typical, we
covered a lot of country and I’d wager we still put in more effort than most.
As we sat in camp and ate dinner Jason looked up at the stars and remarked “This is what
it’s all about. There’s a lot more to hunting than shooting something.” I couldn’t agree
more. Don’t get me wrong though, if we weren’t trying to get something we’d head
outdoors armed with only a camera. It’s hard to express, but somehow having a big game
tag makes me work harder, do things, and go places that I never would if my goal was
simply to take photos of wildlife and pretty sunsets. But in the end it’s the attempt and
experience that I treasure more than a filled tag.
We agreed to look for sheep in the same area the following day and hit the sack. I’m not
sure who fell asleep first, but it must have been a close call. The next day would be our
final on this venture, we would return later in the season if necessary.
The early morning didn’t produce anything but just before noon a ram came over a ridge
right before of us as I happened to be glassing the spot. I could immediately tell he was
a cut above the smaller animals we had seen and would be hard to pass if the opportunity
came to fruition. I quickly got Jason’s attention as 3 more rams appeared. They were
extremely alert and took only a few of steps before freezing and scanning all directions.
I ranged them at 600-yards and they were traveling up a finger ridge directly toward us.
In a matter of minutes they made it to 400-yards before stopping to feed on what must
have been some particularly tasty forage. As they nibbled and milled about I questioned
our position and whether we should drop out of view to close the distance. We ultimately
decided to scoot forward only a few yards to the shade of a large bush and hope the rams
continued their course toward us.

Dandy rams
Once settled with arms ready we had plenty of time to assess them. Although not huge, I
was convinced they were big enough that it would be foolish to pass up a shot opportunity.
The wind angled slightly toward the rams, but it seemed our scent would skirt on by. We
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couldn’t tell what they were nibbling on but they stayed in place for several minutes.
Suddenly their heads shot up on high alert and they rushed back from where they had
come. Their actions suggested that the wind had shifted just enough to betray us. What
had felt like a sure thing had vanished instantly.
We grabbed our packs and hurried after the sheep, but we only glimpsed them
disappearing over the next ridge and never found them after that. A long march back to
the truck marked the end of that initial foray.
The following weekend Jason understandably needed to spend time with his family and
couldn’t break free. Robin’s swimming meet on Saturday steered me to a Sunday-Monday
attempt. I covered over 12 miles on that first day…without spotting a single sheep! I was
surprised to encounter a herd of elk, including a few good bulls.

What are you looking at? We’re not sheep!

Nice bull elk
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Elk in sheep country?!

Eventually the herd moved off

Beautiful conclusion to a very long day
The next day began like the previous. I put in several miles and several hours without
spotting any target animals. I sent a brief message to our daughter late in the morning:
“still no sheep”.
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Her reply encouraged me and put everything back in perspective: “Don’t worry yourself
about finding them, just enjoy the beautiful outdoors that God gave us!” Robin’s message
was spot on. The weather was mild, albeit windy, the air was fresh, I was healthy and in
the great outdoors…what reason did I have to be gloomy?!
With renewed enthusiasm I pushed onward. The wind increased like a screaming
banshee and blowing dust turned the sky brown, but with my fresh outlook I was
unphased. I just kept grinding: hike, glass, hike, glass, hike…whoa! What’s that?!!
I spied the rear end of a good ram feeding on a yucca bush, and he was close, perhaps
not much over 100 yards away at the head of a small valley. The wind howled into the
drainage but should have been parallel to him. I quickly dropped my backpack and
chambered a round, but was dumbfounded that in those brief seconds the ram lifted his
head and began trotting away.
I scampered to regain my view of him and realized what had happened. Over a dozen
rams had been spread out directly downwind of me and had alerted their comrade. The
band was loping directly away a tight formation. They paused at about 200-yards, but
they were in bundled so closely I didn’t have a clear shot at any of them, and they resumed
their escape before I could even find them in my scope.
What a bitter pill! After investing a dozen hours and many more miles, when I finally
spotted a sheep the encounter was over almost before it began. Or was it?
I moved to the opposite side of the nearby ridge and trotted downwind hoping to clear my
scent stream from the valley as I paralleled the sheep. After a few hundred yards I crept
back over the ridge to look into the valley in which the sheep had been traveling. I had a
fairly unobstructed view and there were no sheep as far as the eye could see. Drat they
must have galloped out of sight.
I turned back the way I had come and was caught flat footed by the herd staring at me
from 300-yards away – what a rookie mistake! I expected them to keep moving downwind
and was taken by surprise when they only moved a hundred yards from the last spot I had
seen them. I froze, caught in the wide open with no cover. The rams nervously turned
away and headed up a fork off the main valley. They didn’t act too spooked and I waited
until they disappeared before hurrying after them.
I spied into the drainage from the cover of a large tree and found the rams on the opposite
slope a little over 400 yards away: some were feeding and some had bedded. I had caught
a break and was confident the sheep would remain tucked out of the wind in their location
for long enough for me to close the distance. I backed off behind the ridgeline and moved
to a position directly across the valley from the herd.
With little cover I crept forward, using scattered bushes and yuccas to my advantage. I
ran out of cover while the sheep were yet below my field of view. I stood below a lone,
gnarled juniper with only short grass in front of me, so I climbed the tree to gain some
elevation, all but invisible among its branches.
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There they are!
From a few feet above the ground I could see the rams relaxing on the far slope. I ranged
them to be just 200-yards away, well within shooting distance.

Band of rams within range!
I immediately envisioned shooting from the tree, just as I had a few years prior. I
clambered back down to retrieve my rifle before settled in with it resting on a sturdy branch.
I selected the biggest ram (darkest one laying broadside facing left in above photo) and
lined up on him. The problem was the wind gusted so badly my scraggly tree swayed like
a drunken soldier. The crosshairs moved from his vitals to his head and then off him
entirely. I held tight with time in my favor. All I needed was a lull for a few seconds. I
waited, and waited…then I waited.
Five minutes passed, then 10, then 30. I could hear the wind ebb and flow but every time
I anticipated an opportunity the wind would whip up again. After an hour without a break
long enough to squeeze the trigger I decided it was time for a tactical change. I picked
out a toppled yucca trunk before me that might offer enough cover for an approach, and
slithered along a route I hoped would keep said cover between me and the sheep.
When I reached the yucca I carefully peered over the top only to discover that the sheep
were not yet in view. From my new vantage I could see a wye-shaped yucca several
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dozen yards in front of me and continued my belly crawl. For this hunt I wore Sitka’s Apex
line and believe me I appreciated the built-in knee and elbow pads. All I needed was a
chest protector and cactus armor and the suit would have been perfect!
At the wye shaped yucca I shifted to a sitting position and peered around the spiny leaves
only to discover the rams standing and staring my direction. Perhaps my approach hadn’t
been as stealthy as I thought. Or perhaps they had decided to move on for no apparent
reason as they are prone to do. Regardless, it appeared I didn’t have time to lollygag.

This wye-shaped yucca served as a rest for my rifle
I quickly rested my rifle in the crotch of the yucca and selected the biggest ram. I would
have preferred to study them for at least a few minutes, as they were at different angles
and judging the difference of just a few inches in horn length is difficult at best. There was
no need to range the distance because I had crawled a long way from my original position
at the juniper tree and it was obvious they were well within range.
Having identified a ram worthy of notching my tag on, I relaxed and squeezed the trigger.
The rams immediately bolted in tight formation and I had to scoot around the yucca to
keep them in view. None faltered and they loped over the ridgeline without pausing. I
dared not fire again before confirming the results of the shot. I began to doubt my rifle
after last year’s accuracy issue. I had been certain it was sighted in and the shot was
close. I ranged the distance and found it to be merely 90-yards. I couldn’t miss at that
distance with a solid rifle rest, could I?
I stretched and went to assess the scene. There was no dead sheep at the immediate
area, but I discovered copious blood, a sure sign of a lethal hit in the lungs.
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Methinks there’s a dead sheep nearby
I retrieved my and gear and returned a few minutes later to follow the obvious blood trail.
My ram was just 60 yards away and even though the terrain appeared open, he blended
in and the ragged grass coupled with a low spot initially camouflaged him. I surmised he
had dropped just after my shot when I was repositioning behind the yucca bush and before
the rest of the herd loped away. It drove home the point that we always need to follow up
after a shot before firing again unless we can positively identify the target animal.
My ram was mature with heavy horns. He wasn’t my biggest, and I noted with chagrin
that he probably wasn’t even the largest in the group based on my observation of them
during the hour from my treetop perch, but he looked plenty big when I pulled the trigger
with only limited time for scrutiny. I guess it just means a greater one is out there
somewhere for next time!

The bases of his horns were beaten and worn from sparring with other rams
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Another sweet success, what a blessing!

A fine trophy and an even finder heap of meat!
After snapping trophy photos and butchering the ram it was late afternoon and I was many
miles from the truck. I planned to be at work the following morning, which meant I didn’t
have the luxury of packing out two lighter loads, so I loaded my backpack to the gills with
meat bags and lashed the hide and head on top. Ouch. It wasn’t too bad once I got
started, and my new pack helped make it more comfortable, but I certainly didn’t pass up
any opportunities to sit and rest at convenient boulders or logs that I came upon! I reached
the truck well after dark and was home at 1:30am with work awaiting.
Although I offered to lend a hand, Jason didn’t have the time or energy to get out again.
He anticipates being busy like this for several more years and I can’t help but question if
it’s worth the price. Remember to take some time to smell the roses…and enjoy the
“beautiful outdoors that God gave us!”
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